ART. 262]
RECTILINEAR  FIGURES.
133
of the attraction is X'= I -j-, where R is the distance of an element of the boundary
from the attractei i oint P.
Divide the lamina into elementary rectangles having their lengths parallel to the axis of #, and let the breadth of each be dy. If AB be any one of these (regarded as of unit surface density), its x attraction on P in the direction AB is
( JL. _ ] dy, see Art. 11. The attraction of the whole lamina is therefore jdy/R, \PA PB J
where R stands for either PA or PB, and dy is taken positive or negative according as the ordinate y is increasing or decreasing when a point Q travelling round the curve passes A or B.
261. A solid body of unit density is bounded by plane faces: it is required to find the resolved part of its attraction at a given point P in a given direction Px.
Whatever the form of the solid may be, its component of attraction in the
, where do- is an element of the surface, <£ the angle
direction Px is X
"_ f J
the normal at do- makes with the given direction Pa; and R is the distance of do-from P.
When the solid is bounded by plane faces, cos <f> is the same for all the elements of the same face.   It may therefore be brought outside the integral sign.   Since the integral J&r/JR is obviously the potential at P of the face, we have at once X" = VJ cos <& + F2'cos 02 + ...... = SFcos 0,
where F/, F2', &c. are the potentials at P of the plane faces regarded as of unit surface density, and <plt <£2, &c. are the angles the normals measured inwards make with the direction in which X is measured .
262. Ex. 1. If a, /?, 7, d be the quadriplanar coordinates of a point P referred to the faces of a tetrahedron, show that the potential of the solid contained by the tetrahedron regarded as of unit density is ^(Fxa+ F2j3+F37+ F45) where F1} F2, F3, F4 are the potentials at the same point of the several faces regarded as of unit surface density.
Ex. 2. Show that the solid angle a subtended at any point P by a triangular area ABC is given by
where v is the volume of the tetrahedron ABGP and p, q, r are the distances of P from the angular points of the triangle.
Ex. 3. The triangle OBG is right-angled at B, and at 0 a straight line OP is drawn perpendicular to its plane. If the triangle be of unit surface density, prove that its attractions at P resolved parallel to OP, OB, and BC respectively are
tan-1 — (a2 + fc2 + c-) * - tan-1 -ac ^               '              c
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where a=OP, b = OB, c = BG. Since any rectilinear figure in the plane of xy may be divided into right-angled triangles having a common corner 0 by dropping perpendiculars from 0 on the sides and joining 0 to the corners, these results give the three resolved attractions of any plane rectilinear figure. [Knight's problem. Todhunter's History, p. 474.]

